LETTER FROM THE DIRECTOR
Dear Florida Agricultural and Mechanical University Students and Alumni,
It is important that our students are prepared to meet the expectations of future
employers in a competitive workforce. Students cannot wait until their junior
and senior years to start thinking about their careers. Those are days of the past.
It is imperative that all Rattlers begin planning a career path once enrolled in
the university. Thinking of life after college should start during the orientation
process and continue throughout the time spent learning and growing at Florida
Agricultural and Mechanical University.
Good news! Our center is here to help Rattlers with deciding a major, securing a
fulfilling internship, developing a professional brand, and/or navigating a path to
graduate school! The Career and Professional Development Center team is the
key to preparation for that next step.
We are a committed team who recognize the importance of career development
and want to see that our students have the proper tools to excel in the
workforce. The services we deliver emphasize making students career-ready.
We hope that you will see the value of not only this Career Guide but the
services our center provides. There have been many who have gone before you
and have made a great impact on this world through their careers. We want
you to be next. Let us help you develop a career plan that will help ensure your
success while at Florida Agricultural and Mechanical University and beyond!

With Rattler Regards,
Shereada Harrell
Director, Career and Professional Development Center
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MAKING THE CAREER & PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT CENTER WORK FOR YOU
The mission of the Florida A&M Career and Professional Development Center
is to educate and facilitate the job search process for all Florida A&M students,
both current and former. There are many services available to Rattlers through
the Career and Professional Development Center, and we recommend you
visit the Career and Professional Development Center website at famu.edu/
careercenter to learn more.
Career Specialists serve specific colleges and programs on campus. They can
also provide you with an overview of Career and Professional Development
Center services as well as outline a plan for your career development. You
should begin meeting with your designated Career Advisor as early as your
freshman year. Services available include:
 JOB AND INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

 EXPERIENTIAL EDUCATION: COOPERATIVE

 CAREER ASSESSMENT & ADVISING

EDUCATION (CO-OP) AND INTERNSHIPS

 RESUME & COVER LETTER CRITIQUES

 CAREER FAIRS & EXPOS

 WORKSHOPS & PROGRAMS

 INTERVIEW PREPARATION

 RATTLER INTERNSHIPS

 APPLYING TO GRADUATE SCHOOL
 PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL ADVISING

CAREER FAIRS AND EXPOS
There are several career fairs held on Florida A&M’s campus every year. For
additional information including date changes and locations, look under
Upcoming Events on our website at cpdcenter.famu.edu.
SEPTEMBER
FAMU-FSU Fall STEM Career & Internship Fair
FAMU Fall Career Expo Networking Mixer
FAMU Fall Career & Internship Expo
OCTOBER
Graduate Feeder Fair
FAMU Law Day
JANUARY
FAMU-FSU Spring STEM Career & Internship Fair
FAMU Spring Career Expo Reception
FAMU Spring Career & Internship Expo
MARCH
Education, Health, Nursing & Social Sciences Fair
Adapted with permission from the Career Guide at Texas A&M University.
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Three easy steps to get started
and one step closer to finding
your next opportunity.
1. Log in.

We've already set up a HireARattler account for you.
Just go to famu.joinhandshake.com and log in with your iRattler
username and password.
Download the Handshake app and login today.

2. Introduce yourself.

Your profile is your time to shine, so don't be shy about
listing your accomplishments. Because the more
potential employers know about you, the better the
chance they'll reach out. Make sure to list all of your
hard work - in the classroom and out - in your profile.
Start building your profile today.

3. Tell us what you want to do
and where you want to be.

Set your preferences for the types of jobs and locations
you're interested in, so we find the right opportunities
for you. Because searching through hundreds of job
postings that don't fit isn't a good use of your time.
Let us help!
Don't worry, you can update your preferences as
often as you want!

cpdcenter.famu.edu
careercenter@famu.edu
(850) 599-3700
Center for Access and Student Success, Suite 309
6
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Helpful TIPS:
Search
for an
internship,
job or
co-op.
Schedule
an
appointment
with a career
specialist.
Submit
applications,
resumes and
evaluations.
Sign-up
for events,
workshops &
interviews.

WAYS TO EXPLORE OPTIONS
As you move along toward graduation, you will have numerous ways in which to explore your
career options and discover who you are. What are your values and interests? Which path should
you choose after graduation? In each of the areas below you will find suggestions for the ways you
can evaluate yourself, expand your network of professional contacts and get some tips on pursuing a
postbaccalaureate degree. Each of the counselors at the career center can talk with you about these
strategies and the ways to use them successfully.
Career Assessments
Assessments can help you explore your career interests, skills, values, and preferences. While no
assessment can perfectly describe who you are or what your career is to be, they are valuable in helping
you narrow your search and discovering options you may not have considered previously. To explore
all of the implications of your career assessment results, you are encouraged to talk with your career
counselor.
Is Graduate School The Right Option for You?
Among the many paths you have to choose from after graduation is the pursuit of a graduate degree.
As you decide whether or not graduate school is the right move for you, be sure to do the following:
Research your career field of interest - is graduate school really necessary?
Should you work a few years before going back to graduate school?
Research the outcome of what a graduate degree will provide.
More money? More opportunities in your field? Evaluate what is most important to you.
Talk to faculty and advisors in your field of interest and get their feedback on your
graduate school plans.
Start researching graduate schools and programs your junior year to become informed or deadlines
and options. Depending on the application deadlines, you will want to start the application process a few
months in advance. Applications are usually time consuming and require personal statements and letters
of recommendation. Visit the Career Center for additional information on graduate school, including test
and program information.
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WHAT IS YOUR STORY? DEVELOP YOUR PITCH
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CREATING A PLAN
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CAREER ASSESSMENT
AND CAREER ADVISING
Not sure what you want to do? Not sure how to get started?
The Career and Professional Development Center is here to help! Your Career
Advisor is available to assist with your career development needs. In addition
to meeting with your Career Advisor, you might consider taking a career
assessment; assessments can help you better understand key attributes about
yourself, giving you an awareness of your interests, values, skills and abilities.
The Career and Professional Development Center has several resources
available to you as you identify and explore your career options. These resources
can be accessed by visiting HireARattler. Access HireARattler powered by
Handshake by utilizing this link: https://app.joinhandshake.com. We recommend
that you schedule an appointment with your career advisor to discuss our self
assessments in more detail.

ASSESSMENT
FOCUS2
FOCUS2 is an online assessment available to both current and
former students at Florida A&M. Through FOCUS2 you can
research occupations, see what you can do with a major or
identify potential majors by areas of interest.
Within FOCUS2, there are 5 surveys you can complete to
explore career options.
With FOCUS2 results, you will be able to:
• Use the results to find occupations that match your values,
interests and skills
• Explore information about career options and research
occupations that relate to your particular major at FAMU
• Learn about education and/or training requirements for
occupations as well as any skills that may be needed
• Learn about day-to-day job responsibilities

10
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RESEARCHING CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
There are several ways to explore career options, including:
• Talking to people in various professions;
• Participating in a formalized externship in January or job shadow program
for a day;
• Arranging an informational interview to obtain an accurate perspective of the
field from industry professionals;
• Seeking hands-on experience through cooperative education or an internship
position to learn more and gain experience in a particular occupation;
• Considering opportunities to work or study abroad to further broaden
your experiences;
• Leveraging online resources including the Occupational Outlook Handbook
(www.bls.gov/ooh) and O*Net Online (www.onetonline.org) to conduct
research on specific careers.
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CAREER EXPLORATION EXERCISE
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MIND MAPPING ACTIVITIES TO SKILLS
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INTERVIEWS
An interview is your opportunity to shine. Knowing what to expect and preparing for it will
give you confidence and allow you to perform to the best of your ability. Preparation is one
of the keys to a successful interview. Your career counselor can help you in practicing the
questions you might receive at an interview as well as provide suggestions and tips to calm
pre-interview jitters.
Employers want to learn three things about you during an interview.
1. Can you do the job? (your skills/ credentials)
2. Will you do the job? (your motivation)
3. Are you a good fit? (relationships)
Since no two interviews are exactly the same, your goal is to quickly assess each interaction
and adapt accordingly. The interviewer will lead and give you cues. Ask questions when you
are unclear.
Attire
Most employers expect traditional inter- viewing attire. Interns and co-ops may dress in
business casual, though still profes- sionally. Choosing appropriate attire allows you to feel
comfortable in your interactions and confident that you are making a positive first impression.
Traditional Attire
Dark suit for conservative employers, khakis and dark jacket work well for others.
Conservative shirt and tie. Dark socks to match slacks. Dark shoes, polished.
Dark suit (slacks or khaki) with conservative blouse or a dress. Dark shoes, natural color
stockings with dress or skirt, dark socks to match slacks. Low to medium heel shoes, polished.
Conservative jewelry.
Business Casual
Business casual is one notch down from traditional interviewing attire and is acceptable
for interns and co-ops at all times and graduating students attending information sessions,
receptions, and social events hosted by employers.
(1) Slacks with coordinating (not matching) jacket with or without tie. (2) Slacks, shirt, and tie
(no jacket).
Dark slacks or skirt with tailored shirt, blouse, or sweater.

Career Expo
Dress Code
NICE PANTS/SLACKS

Business Casual

DRESSES

STYLE OPTIONS

TIES (OPTIONAL)
NO JEANS, SHORTS,
LEGGINGS,
SUNDRESSES OR
ATHLETIC WEAR

NAILS & MAKEUP:
Natural in style

HAIR:
Well groomed hairstyle

JEWELRY & FRAGRANCE:
Wear moderate jewelry
with mild fragrance

SHOES:
Closed-toe heels, flats, boots,
or comfortable for walking in

Business Professional
CLOTHES SHOULD BE

CPDCenter.famu.edu
16
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SOLID, DARK OR
NEUTRAL COLORS
LIGHT COLORS CAN
BE WORN
UNDERNEATH
NO STRIPES OR
BRIGHT
PRINTS/COLORS

INTERVIEW STYLES
Behavioral interviews
The majority of employers are now using behavioral interviews. Employers first
identify the characteristics important for success in their organization. Then
employers choose questions to help them identify candidates who possess these
characteristics. Behavioral interviews are based on the notion that past behavior
is a good predictor of future behavior. A behavioral question will ask you to recall
a past situation or task, explain how you responded or the action you took, and
describe the outcome or results you achieved.
Your Preparation for behavioral interviews:
Which situations or tasks will you draw from? Examine past or present experiences
on campus, at work, and in the community. Think through those you are likely to
use as examples. Prepare an outline for each with a beginning, middle, and
end - keeping in mind the employer’s use of the STAR approach. Be sure the result
reflects positively on you, even if the result itself was not favorable.
Use the STAR method to answer behavioral questions:
Situation or Task Describe a specific event or situation. Give enough detail for the
interviewer to understand. Draw from campus, work, or com munity experiences.
Action you took Describe the action you took. If you are describing a group project,
focus on your role.
Results you achieved What did you acomplish? What did you learn?
Your Preparation for traditional interviews: A well-prepared resume will help you
with this style of interview. Think through every accomplishment on this document.
What did you learn from each experience so that you can clearly articulate this to
the employer? Help an employer get to know you and all that you have to offer.
Traditional interviews
A smaller group of employers conduct traditional interviews. These interviews
follow the organization of your resume. Your resume is used as a guide to probe
your preferences, decisions, and achievements as demonstrated through academic,
work, campus, and community involvement.
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SCREENING AND SITE INTERVIEWS
Screening Interviews
These are used by employers to quickly guage your fit with their position or
organization. Because this interview is brief, two minutes to one hour, you must
make an immediate positive impression. If mutual interest is established, you will be
invited for a second interview, the selection interview.
Phone interview: Arrange a quiet place to make or receive your call. Use a
landline rather than a cell phone when possible. Have your resume and supporting
documents in front of you. Realizing you are not able to exchange non-verbal cues
with the interviewer, you will need to convey your energy and enthusiasm through
your voice. Hint: standing up helps! This interview is typically 5-30 minutes in
length, though it can go as long as one hour.
Career fair interview: This is likely to be a brief interaction in a busy environment,
ranging from 2-15 minutes. Prepare a brief introduction to begin your conversation.
Be aware of the employer’s cues as to whether it is appropriate to elaborate
or wrap up. Some employers will create their phone, campus, or site interview
schedules at the fair.
Information session interview: This is generally ont to two hours in length. A
formal presentation by the employer is followed by informal conversations between
students and representatives. Meet the employer sessions are often scheduled the
evening before on-campus interviews.
Selection (site) interviews
The selection interview follows a successful screening interview and usually takes
place at the employer’s site. This interview can range from two hours (for a local
employer). Most interviews are 30 minutes to one hour in length. You will have the
opportunity to observe the work environment.

18
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INFORMAL INTERVIEWING
How Does it Work?
You make contact with a professional in a career field in which you think you would
like to work. Career and Professional Development Center Career Specialists,
professors, friends and family can be helpful simply by asking, ”Do you know
anyone who works in the field of ?” Once you have a name and contact information,
how you approach the resource person will be very important. Ask if it would be
possible for you to meet with them for no more than 30 minutes and be sure to
honor this time frame.
What are the benefits?
Informationsl interviewing can have both short-term and long-term benefits.
You immediately gain information and insights that can be helpful in focusing
your career direction. In the long run, you have established personal contact with
professionals who can be resources to assist you with your job search. Also, be sure
your resume is in good shape since you never know when a conversation may lead
to an immediate opportunity.
What Should I Ask?
Four basic questions can help you get started with gathering helpful information.
1. How did you get into this kind of work and what was your preparation?
2. What are the rewards and challenges of this kind of career?
3. What advice would you give a person who wants to pursue this work as a career?
4. Who else do you know who would be a good resource person for me to talk to?
Appropriate dress (at least business casual) is impor- tant since you will be making
first impressions with people who could be potential job or internship resources in
the near future. Always ask for a business card and be sure to send a brief note of
thanks for giving you the gift of their time and insights.
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ARE YOU CAREER READY?
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HOW TO PREPARE FOR VIDEO INTERVIEWS

CHECKLIST FOR SUCCESS
Before the interview
- Know your strengths and weaknesses.
- Research the organization.
- Clarify the details of the interview in advance - date,
location, schedule, attire.
- Arrive 10 minutes early.
- Prepare questions to ask employers.
- Bring several copies of your resume and a list of eferences,
if you are graduating this year; use a portfolio notebook
to hold your documents and for jotting down important
information.
- Bring your portfolio or samples of your work, if appropriate
for your field.
- Bring an unofficial copy of your transcript.
During the interview
- Be a good listener. Let the interviewer guide you.
- Watch your body language - smile, practice a firm
handshake, maintain good eye contact, sit and stand in an
attentive manner; stay focused on the conversation at hand.
- Ask for clarification if you are unsure of the question.
- Be honest if you are asked a question you are unable to
22
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answer. Offer a thoughtful way in which you would try to
find the answer.
- Be positive about yourself and your experiences.
- Display energy and enthusiasm for your field and the
organization.
- Adjust your answers as the situation demands.
You may use more technical terminology while speaking with
someone in your field.
- Be prepared to give specific examples to back up
statements you make about yourself. These can form
academic, professional, and personal experiences.
- Look for opportunities to highlight your strengths and
match them to their needs.
- Ask good questions.
- Thank the interviewer for his/her time and as about next
steps in the process.
- Conclude with a sincere statement of interest in the
position.
After the interview
- Evaluate your performance.
- Follow up with a thank you note within 24 hours.

CAREER FAIR STRATEGIES
The following checklist will help prepare you to make a lasting impression with recruiters:

Before the fair:
View the list of attending employers in advance on the Career and Professional Development
Center Web site.
Research the employers you would like to speak with so you can have a
knowledgeable conversation with recruiters about their organization.
Prepare your resume and have a Career Specialist review it; don’t wait until the
last minute to get a review.
Take several copies of your resume to the fair carried in a portfolio notebook or folder.
Practice your 20-second introductory speech that includes:
1.) Who you are
2.) Your area of interest
3.) Why you are interested in their organization
4.) Relevant skills you have to offer
“Hi my name is Joe Smith, and I am a senior studying Communications with a concentration in Public
Relations. I am seeking a full-time position in a PR Firm where I can contribute skills I’ve devel- oped at a
recent PR internship with the XYZ corporation, including project management and interpersonal skills.”
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Day of the fair:

Career Fair Follow-Up

Dress professionally. Seeking a full time position?

When looking for a job or internship, you might

Wear a business suit (men and women). Seeking

wonder if you are being pushy if you contact an

an internship? Business casual will work. Read

employer after submitting a resume. A survey

the chapter on interview attire for more detailed

conducted by Robert Half Interna- tional Inc. asked

descriptions.

150 executives with the nation’s 1,000 largest

Speak to recruiters. Don’t just wander, picking up

companies, “How long should a job seeker wait to

a brochure or two. Have conversations with the

follow up with the hiring manager after submitting

recruiters - they want to speak with you!

a resume?” Eighty two percent of executives polled

Collect business cards from everyone you speak

said job seekers should contact hiring manag-

with to follow up and send thank you notes.

ers within two weeks of submitting application

If you are nervous, approach an employer that

materials, while just 5 percent said professionals

is not on your target list to use as a “practice”

should refrain from communicating once a resume

session. When you have developed confidence,

has been sent.

approach your targeted employers.
Go early, if possible, when recruiters are fresh.

After the fair:
Send thank you notes to employers of interest
and follow up with the appli- cation process as
directed. A complete list of career fairs, dates
and participating employers can be found at the
University Career Center Web site.
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VIRTUAL CAREER FAIR SUCCESS
What can you expect
at a virtual career fair?
Thinking of attending an online job or
career fair? Virtual job fairs are great
opportunities for job-seekers to connect
one-on-one with recruiters from employers
with real job openings, but they can also be
a bit intimidating for job-seekers who are
inexperienced with these types of events.
Virtual career fairs are just like traditional
ones, where employers gather to meet
with job seekers and discuss employment
opportunities. The only difference here is that
it’s held virtually on an interactive platform.
Virtual career fairs have a similar feel as
online discussion posts. After you log in, you
can choose to “enter” various rooms within
the virtual career fair. Each room houses a
different employer participating in the career
fair. When you enter a room, the employer
receives a notification. At that point a
representative from the employer will greet
you via a chat function.
“Employers in virtual career fairs are very

engaging. They’re there because they’re
eager to hire and are looking to engage with
potential candidates like yourself,” says Jessica
Koltz, Rasmussen College senior career
service advisor. “Once they greet you, they’re
looking to receive some engagement from
you in return.”
Others already in the virtual room may be
in the midst of a conversation and you are
welcome to chime in. You can also opt to
chat privately with an employer, where you
may ask about open positions, details about
the organization and your qualifications.
Employers may even want to video chat with
you face to face.
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12 VIRTUAL CAREER FAIR TIPS
Before the virtual career fair
Don’t “walk” into a virtual career fair with zero preparation.
These are the things you’ll want to do ahead of time to set
yourself up for success.

1. Register ahead of time
You’re going to want to register beforehand. Not only will
this prevent any last minute hiccups before the career
fair, but it will allow you to get a glimpse at the employers
participating in the fair. Which leads us to our next tip…

2. Research participating organizations
After registering, take some time to review the
organizations attending the career fair. You’ll want to get
an idea of some of the companies you’d like to meet with.
You also don’t want to walk in unprepared—learn about
the companies and think of questions you’ll want to ask.
It's extremely important -- just as in an actual job fair
-- that you research employers that will be attending the
virtual job fair. Many employers will also list the openings
they are hoping to fill. But don't stop there; go deeper
and develop a list of keywords and phrases from each
employer and job listing that you can use to help you
succeed.

3. Prepare your resume
This is a no-brainer, yet so important. Because you’re
going to provide your resume to employers you meet
with, you’re going to want it up-to-date and spotless for
the optimal first impression.
26
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The same goes for your LinkedIn account, or a portfolio
of your work samples. If the platform allows, upload your
resume to your account so it is accessible and ready to
hand over to any employers you meet with at the career
fair.

4. Practice your pitch
How will you introduce yourself? Why are you interested
in the company? What types of positions are you seeking?
How is your previous work experience relevant? What
do you plan on asking the representatives at the virtual
career fair?
You’ll want to spend some time mulling over questions like
these so you’re ready to answer them without hesitation
when the time comes. Your well-thought-out responses
could impress a recruiter—and even allow you to stand out
from the crowd of applicants.
Your goal with an online job fair is to chat one-on-one
with recruiters -- and by chat, we mean participate
in a screening interview. You should prepare short
accomplishment stories and responses to typical screening
interview questions. Practice your responses - even write
out an outline of what you want to say -- but do not
memorize responses. Keep responses concise.

5. Make sure your Technology is ready to go
At least a few days before the fair, test your connection
speed, camera, and microphone. Some virtual career
fair sites even go as far as to have a testing link on their
site -- so do NOT skip this feature. You’ll want to make
sure your device is capable of supporting you in the
virtual career fair. While it is definitely preferable to have
camera capabilities in case an employer would like to
speak with you face to face, you don’t necessarily have
to have a device with a camera.
You should also try a dry run the day before the virtual
career fair to ensure smooth sailing on the big day,
advises Chris Brown, vice president of Human Resources
at West's Unified Communications.
You may also want headphones if you cannot attend
from a quiet, private location.

10. Demonstrate strong body language
in video chats
Just like in a traditional career fair, you’ll want to present
yourself as a confident and competent job seeker. One
way that employers pick up on this is through your body
language. If you’re on a video chat with a recruiter at the
virtual career fair, you’ll want to stay conscious of your
body language.

11. Ask for next steps and contact information

Once you log in, how can you stand out from the crowd
at a virtual career fair? Here are a few pieces of key
advice.

When talking to recruiters at the career fair, don’t
hesitate to be forward and offer to send a copy of your
resume. You can also ask about the next steps in the
process—whether that means getting in touch with
human resources, filling out a job application or sitting
down for a formal interview.
Before parting ways with a recruiter, be sure to take
down their contact information. Some employers may
have it uploaded and accessible within the virtual career
fair platform. If not, ask how you can stay in touch. You’ll
need this information for following up after the virtual
career fair.

6. Wear a professional outfit

After the virtual career fair

You can expect to interact with employers at a virtual
career fair through chat functions. However, some
employers may wish to speak with you face to face.
Make the most out of this opportunity to make a
connection by looking professional and presentable.

Don’t let your efforts go to waste by neglecting to follow
up with connection after the virtual career fair.

At the virtual career fair

7. Attend from a distraction-free environment
In addition to your professional attire, you will also
want to plan out where you’ll be attending the virtual
career fair from. A quiet location is ideal—and camera
capabilities mean that you’ll want to ensure it’s
distraction-free for employers.

8. Be ready to put yourself out there
At virtual career fairs, it’s all the more important to exert
yourself to make connections.
Once an employer engages you in a chat, the ball is in
your court to introduce yourself and ask questions about
the organization and open positions. Attendees must
present themselves to employers and feel confident
doing so.

12. Reach out the next day with a thank you
Whether it’s an email, phone call or hand-written thankyou note, be sure to reach out to the connections you
made at the career fair, thanking them for their time and
further expressing your interest.
Because recruiters at career fairs come in contact with
many candidates and resumes, you can use this chance
to refresh their memory and remind them about why
you’re a promising candidate, why you’re interested in
the company and the skills or experience you bring to
the table.
You may also want to send them your resume if you
haven’t already, along with your portfolio or work
samples if you have any. You can also stay in touch by
adding the recruiter on LinkedIn.

9. Use clear, professional business communication
Being a virtual career fair, much of your communication
will be done through written interactions in the
chat function of the platform. To make a great first
impression, you’ll want to demonstrate articulate written
communication.
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CREATING AN EFFECTIVE RESUME
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BUILDING A BULLET
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RESUME EXAMPLE
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LETTERS

Letters

The two most common letters you will use for your internship, co-op, or full-time job
search are the cover letter and thank you letter. When carefully crafed and cus- tomized
two
most
common
letters
you
will use for
your
co-op,
forThe
each
reader,
these
letters can
be the
determining
factor
in internship,
your selection
as a or full-time job

search to
are
the cover
letter and thank you letter. When carefully crafed and cuscandidate
interview
and hire.

Your Address
City, State ZP

RESUMES &
LETTERS

tomized for each reader, these letters can be the determining factor in your
selection as a candidate to interview and hire.
Cover Letter
A Cover
cover letter
accompanies your resume when you send it to an employer by e-mail or
Letter
U.S.
mail.
It
is
not
to use a cover
when when
you hand
deliver
your
resume
at
A cover letternecessary
accompanies
yourletter
resume
you
send
it to
an employer
by
a career
during
an It
interview.
e-mailfair
ororU.S.
mail.
is not necessary to use a cover letter when you hand deliver
your
resume
a career
fair and
or during
an interview.
The
cover
letter isat
your
introduction
sales pitch.
Its goal is to quickly capture the
The
cover
letter
is
your
introduction
and
sales
pitch.
Its goal
is to
quickly capture
interest of the reader by effectively matching your qulifications
to their
needs.
There
interest
reader
byletter
effectively
your
qulifications
to their needs.
is the
no such
thing of
as the
a general
cover
- a cover matching
letter is specific
and
targeted to the
There
is
no
such
thing
as
a
general
cover
letter
a
cover
letter
is
job. Draw upon your self-knowledge and employer research to highlight relevant skills,specific and
targeted
the job. Convey
Draw upon
self-knowledge
research to
interests,
and to
experiences.
energy your
and enthusiasm for yourand
field, employer
their industry,
highlight
relevant
and
the specific
position.skills, interests, and experiences. Convey energy and enthusiasm for your field, their industry, and the specific position.
COVER LETTER

Date
Their name
Title
Organization
Address
City, State, ZIP
Dear Mr./Ms./Dr./ Last name:
Paragraph 1: This paragraph is brief; 1-3 sentences. Tell the reader why you are
writing. State the specific position for which you are applying. (If unknown, describe
the type of work you seek.) Mention how you heard about the opportunity or the
organization. If the position is out of town, state your interest in their location.
Your goal: Make an immediate connection with the reader.
Paragraph 2: This paragraph is longer, 3-8 sentences. It may be split into two paragraphs, if needed, Show your knowledge of the employer by matching your background with their needs, as discovered through your research. Highlight relevant skills,
experiences, interests, and personal qualities that present your qualifications in the bst
light. If you have the benefit of a job description, show you meet their requirements.
Convey energy and enthusiasm for your field and their opportunity. Refer the reader to
enclosed resume that will provide additioinal information.
Your goal: Show you are the ideal candidate for the position.
Paragraph 3: This paragraph is brief, 1-2 sentences. Close by stating your genuine
interest in working for them and in obtaining an interview at their convenience. Thank
the reader for their time and consideration.
Your goal: Convey your sincere interest and appreciation
Sincerely,
(Signature)
Your typed name
Enclosure.
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THANK YOU LETTERS

Thank You Letters

The thank you letter is your expression of appreciation. If follows an interview (within 24 hours)
when you would like further consideration as a candidate. It is your opportunity to reiterate

RESUMES &
LETTERS

The thank
you letter
your expression
of appreciation.
followsinterest
an interview
key points
in yourisinterview
or background
and restate yourIfgenuine
in the position. It
(within 24 hours) when you would like further consideration as a candidate. It is
also follows conversations
their time and
expertise to
your opportunity
to reiterate with
key those
pointswho
in have
yourgenerously
interviewoffered
or background
and
restate help
youryou
genuine
interest
in the position.
It alsoshow
follows
conversations
with
with your
job search.Thank
you letters
strong
follow up skills
andthose
may be sent by
who have generously offered their time and expertise to help you with your job
e-mail, sent
U.S. mail,
handwritten.
search.Thank
youvia
letters
showorstrong
follow up skills and may be sent by e-mail,
sent via U.S. mail, or handwritten.
Sample e-mail thank you letter

From:

mtpurcel@abc.edu

Send to:

perkins@ccbe-mail.org

Subject:

Thank You

Message:

Dear Ms. Perkins:
I wanted to thank you for the interview yesterday at the University
Career Center at NC State. As you recall, I am working as a part-time
intern at Capitol Broadcasting in Raleigh.
The Associate position we discussed is exactly what I am looking for. It
will allow me to immediately contribute the technical skills I have
acquired at Capitol Broadcasting and provide an opportunity for
growth in the field of media research. Again, thank you for your time
and consideration. If you need further information, please do not hesitate to contact me at (919) 781-1234.
Sincerely,
Mary Martin

SAMPLE THANK YOU LETTER
(hand written)
September 21, 2008
Dear Mr. Miller:
Thank you for inviting me to meet your colleagues yesterday. I
enjoyed presenting my portfolio to the group, and I truly appreciate
the feedback on my work.
I could feel energy in your office about the NC Museum of Art
project. This is certainly a high profile logo to develop with numerous
complimentary pieces to coordinate. I look forward to contributing
my creativity, technical ability, and organizational skills to help make
this project a success.
Sincerely
Ashley Johnson

SAMPLE THANK YOU LETTER
2115 Dixie Trail
Raleigh, NC 27607
(919) 782-1234
alsimpso@abc.edu
November 30, 2008
Ms. Emma Bloomquist, Requiter
Quintiles, Inc.
4709 Creekstone Dr., Suite 200
Durham, NC 27703
Dear Ms. Bloomquist:
Thank you for taking the time to speak with me yesterday at
the PAMS Career Fair in NC State. As you may remember, I
am graduating in May with a B.S. in Statistics. You had
recommened the Analyst position in the Economics Department as a career that would allow me to blend my interest in
forecasting with my analytical skills.
I would like to restate my strong interest in this position, and
I have attached a copy of my resume for your review. Thank
you for your consideration, and I hope to hear from you
soon.
Sincerely,

Alex Simpson
Alex Simpson
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Because the best careers

bring out the best in you.
Are you looking for a position that’s
more than just a job? Do you want a career
where you’re encouraged to make a
difference at work—and in the community?
Then, we’d like to hear from you!
At Fifth Third, you can start making your
mark right away, as we work to transform
banking for the better. From leadership
programs to volunteer opportunities,
enjoy a work-life designed to help you
flourish and grow.

Learn more at 53.com/careers

BE PART OF AN AWARD-WINNING WORK CULTURE:
• Bloomberg Gender Equality Index
• Human Rights Campaign Corporate Equality Index
• Women’s Business Enterprise National Council
Top Corp Award 2019 (Annual rankings released in March
of the following year.)

• Forbes Best Employers for Diversity
• Newsweek’s 2020 Most Responsible Companies
• 2020 Most Responsible Companies
WE OFFER:
•
•
•
•

Attractive salaries & benefits
Professional & personal development opportunities
Great work-life balance
Smart-casual dress code

INTERNSHIP & EARLY CAREER OPPORTUNITIES:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Audit
Commercial & Credit
Finance & Accounting
Information Technology
Operations
Risk Management
Wealth & Asset Management
Strategy, Product & Analytics
Commercial Middle Market
Community & Economic Development
Capital Markets

Fifth Third Bank. Member, FDIC.
Equal Housing Lender. Fifth Third Bank is proud to have an
engaged and inclusive culture and to promote and ensure equal employment opportunity in all
employment decisions regardless of race, color, gender, national origin, age, disability, sexual
orientation, gender identity, military status, veteran status or any other legally protected status.
CS8030473

YOUR JOB
SEARCH
STARTS
CareerSource Florida can help
you find a career in any industry.
Whether you’re ready to start your job search or need
support and resources like resume assistance, our workforce
development experts can help!

THE CAREERSOURCE FLORIDA NETWORK
Composed of 24 local workforce development boards, we have local experts with industry
knowledge and connections to employers and opportunities throughout the state.
SOME OF OUR OTHER SERVICES INCLUDE:
JOB MATCHING/COACHING | RESUME HELP | INTERVIEW TRAINING | WORKSHOPS
AND MORE!
We have enhanced our ability to support you online, on the phone. Contact your local career center
and learn what services are available to you.

careersourceflorida.com
CareerSource Florida is an equal opportunity employer/program. Auxiliary aids and
services are available upon request to individuals with disabilities. Disponible in Español.

TMR Consulting and Management,
LLC d/b/a TMR Consulting Group
offers its clients over 22 years of
proven experience in the areas
of Administrative Document
Preparation-to include Document
Preparation for Pro se’ litigants,
15 years of Business Consulting and Artist Development
experience and an additional 8 years’ experience working
for the State of Florida. We provide services in-person as
well as virtually to meet the needs of our clients.

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE FAMU
GRADUATING CLASS OF 2021!

Take the next step towards
a career with purpose.

Join us and help make a difference
in the lives of children.
www.leonschools.net | 850-487-7100

Email: hello@tmrconsultinggroup.com
Phone: 1-800-743-8617 | tmrconsultinggroup.com

Hello, future.

Hello, banker.
For more than 125 years, Capital City Bank has been making a
difference in the lives of our clients and associates and in the
communities we call home. What’s the secret of our success?
Our bankers.
We employ talented people, motivate them to do their best work
and recognize them for their efforts. It’s no wonder nearly half of
our associates have chosen to work with us for 10 years or more.
Join our team and see why we’ve been awarded:
• American Banker Best Banks to Work For
• Florida Trend Best Companies to Work For
• Georgia Trend Best Places to Work
Apply today at:
ccbg.com/careers
Equal Opportunity Employer/Drug Free

FAMU College and Career Guide Ad.indd 1
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Diversity is More
Than Our Strength.
It’s How We

Gwinnett County Public Schools
(GCPS) has one of the country’s most
diverse student populations, and our
staff is reflective of the communities
we serve.

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE FAMU
GRADUATING CLASS OF 2021!

GCPS has been named one of
“America’s Best Employers” by
Forbes Magazine.

GO RATTLERS!

To learn more about why top talent
from across the country choose to
“shine” at GCPS, view our profile at:

Based in Tallahassee, Florida, we take pride in being the premier
ground transportation provider taking group tours or charters to
anywhere within the continental United States or Canada!
HBCUcareers.com/profile/vm2h/
Gwinnett-County-Public-Schools

(850) 514-1793
www.astrotravel.com
GCPSJobs.org
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